people hate vegans freud could explain why vegan chowhound - ever wonder why so many people inexplicably hate vegans and have such strong reactions to it it is not preachy vegans causing it freud can explain why, how to handle fear and fear aggression in dogs the - learn how to handle fearful behavior and fear aggression in dogs dr mark nunez shares his expertise on dog behavior and dog training, brain science iae pedia - this brain science website contains the complete book brain science for educators and parents written by david moursund the book is also available as a free downloadable file, why do women really want equality return of kings - tb is a psychology grad observer of society aspiring rental housing magnate currently trying to organize a protest to protest protests and advocate for men kicking ass and then taking names, brain scans can reveal your decisions 7 seconds before you - in a kind of spooky experiment scientists at the max planck institute for human cognitive and brain sciences reveal that our decisions are made seconds before we become aware of them, six reasons why people self injure mentalhelp - 6 reasons explained let s unpack these 6 reasons why people self injure 1 to regain control to shift attention people sometimes harm themselves because by doing so they are able to gain a subjective sense of control over chaotic internal emotions and thoughts, how to stop thinking you ll be alone forever - when we don t have a partner we often fear we ll stay single forever find out how to stop feeling that way and increase your chances to find love, predestination 2014 explained astronomy trek - predestination 2014 is based upon a 1959 short story titled all you zombies by sci fi writer robert a heinlein and is a stylish time travel movie exploring the paradoxical nature of time travel, pisces man personality blogger - pisces man the pisces man is the last sign in the zodiac and considered to be an old soul pisces men are torn between the spiritual realm and the real world of materialism, why we ditched attachment parenting holistic squid - attachment parenting led me to sleep deprivation and guilt about my failure as a mother learn more about how and why ap may fail and what to do instead, historian did hitler have reason to hate the jews - historian did hitler have reason to hate the jews history articles holocaust hype articles how the jews prompted a german backlash historian did hitler have reason to hate the jews, the number one reason men suddenly lose interest - why did he lose interest when things seemed to be going so well this question is all too common this is how it all usually goes down you meet a guy and, mormons are completely fucking retarded please god no - anonymous 1 1 1 1 2 2 2015 11 15 05 08 well okay that s kinda gross but guess what theres this thing i hear it s called not being perfect and i hear it s the new thing, are you an attractive introvert christie hartman phd - spread the love i just read an article on the huffington post called 7 things you thought you knew about introverts introverts are generally quieter people they re internal, am i the narcissist melanie tonia evans - after spending time learning about narcissism and identifying narcissistic traits in people especially in your ex or current partner you might all of a sudden stop and go, just waiting to die the mad philosopher - 165 thoughts on just waiting to die peace october 14 2005 at 0249 utc nothing excites me and nothing looks appealing enough to pursue either in fact i feel like an old person just waiting to die like i ve experienced all that life has to offer and that i at some point stumbled upon what i was supposed to do in this life and, 15 signs of a toxic relationship home hey sigmund - even the strongest healthiest people can find themselves in the white knuckled grip of a toxic relationship the best protection is knowing the signs, i hate my life and feel hopeless you are unique your - i am 30 now but still living with my parents it is demoralizing i have never felt fully happy because even as a child i was semi conscious of the fact, in a relationship with a narcissist a guide to - in a relationship with a narcissist what you need to know about narcissistic relationships, my husband s narcissistic mother love life learning center - walk away from my own personal experience in this type of situation your marriage is doomed my husband was my mil s substitute husband long before i met him and will be long after i am out of the picture, fear and manipulation perfect together psychopaths and love - creating fear is the best way to set someone up for manipulation fear is a primal human state it begins in childhood even if no real danger exists we fear monsters hiding under the bed or in the closet, a cry for justice domestic violence and the church the - comments a cry for justice domestic violence and the church 254 comments, study reveals the age men find women most attractive and - christian rudder co founder of okcupid revealed on jezebel some disturbing data from the dating site on how old we all want our partners to be, the main reason people leave a church thomrainer com - thom it follows does it not please consider this bill gates once said the most unhappy customers are your greatest source of learning if that is true why are most evangelicals and fundamentalist christians quick to say those leaving the church are just not committed to christ, 7 tips for dealing with controlling parents sheblossoms - so part of why it s so difficult to confront our parents about their controlling behavior is because we don t want to disappoint or anger them, how
resentment kills a marriage and 5 ways you can kill - that's awesome betsy i love hearing how your honesty helps not only maintain your marriage but really helps it blossom i think we should send you around to all new moms and give them a good talking to, if women were oppressed men suffered right alongside them - there were no unions to protect your working conditions or social security to pamper you so if you lost an arm on your shift tough shit not only did you lose your job but you couldn't find another one because you were handicapped and useless and you had to rely on church charity to barely survive or become a beggar, 10 things not to say to a depressed person and please don't - i cringed at these things my friends said to me these few years for those of you who don't really get us i've decided to let you know 10 things not to say to a depressed person from my own experience and be forewarned for if you ever dare to even start uttering the below to me i will hang you by your legs upside down skin you alive and silent treatment preferred weapon of people with narcissism - people who display narcissistic behavior typically use the silent treatment as a way of controlling or manipulating a partner
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